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Infection Control
GERMICIDE TRAY - CONTINUED
with all solutions. Removable folding tray handle
with stainless steel and plastic lid. 

Steel Lid, 4” W x 10” L x 2.75” D
9905702  Mauve 
9905704  Blue 
9905706  White 
9905708  Gray 
9905710   Beige 
                 
Plastic Lid, 4” W x 10” L x 2.75” D
9905714   Blue 

CIDEX TRAYS
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 

Cidex Tray
Systems have
been designed by
ASP to provide
healthcare 
professionals with
the ideal complementary accessories for manual 
cleaning /high-level disinfection. This makes the
manual process easy.  

3.6 Liters, Tray, Lid & Liner,
8520470  [2010]

8.1 Liters, Tray, Lid & Liner
3550660  [2016]

C-TUB
CETYLITE INDUSTRIES 

Both large and small
instruments can be
disinfected or sterilized
in the C-Tub. It can hold
up to three times as
many instruments as a
traditional disinfecting
tray, while occupying the
same amount of counter
space.

Instrument Receptacle
8150422 [0106]

STERI-SOAKER
ZIRC

The Steri Soaker is an 
efficient, high-volume 
germicide tray designed
for maximum use of 
chemicals to clean/
disinfect/sterilize 
instruments. Designed for easy cleaning and is
large enough to accommodate Zirc Steri
Containers, Cassettes, Bur Blocks and Bur Guard.
There is a calendar on the lid that conveniently

TAP & SLIDE STERILIZATION/
DISINFECTANT TRAY
PASCAL

Constructed of 100%
high-impact plastic. 
Inner tray that
automatically lifts 
out of solution when 
lid is opened. The inner
tray has unique trap
doors for easy 
no-touch unloading of instruments. There is a large
swing-out handle and pour spouts and unique
slide calendar on outer lid tells 
when to change solution.

8760360 [35-697]

reminds staff when to change the solution. 

9536650  Blue [50Z805B]
9536654  Gray [50Z805I]                                   

ALL-IN-ONE ENZYMATIC
CLEANER
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby's All-In-One Enzymatic
Cleaner is an environmentally
friendly solution that 
contains no harsh chemicals.
This non-foaming solution
will deodorize the evacuation
system from suction tip to
vacuum pump including
traps, eliminating odor on
contact. Darby's All-In-One
Enzymatic Cleaner can also
be used as an instrument pre-soak and ultrasonic
solution, one gallon of cleaner makes 32 gallons 
of solution. 

Gallon
9551800 [18570]

ENZYMATIC 
SOLUTIONS

EFFERVESCENT ENZYME
CLEANER
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby's Effervescent
Enzyme Cleaner is an
enzymatic ultrasonic
cleaning solution in an
easy-to-use tablet form.
These tablets break down
hard-to-clean deposits in 
ultrasonic and evacuation
systems and can also be

used as an instrument pre-soak. 

Tablets, 64/Box
9537740   

BRITE SHIELD
PREMIER

Brite Shield Enzymatic Cleaner and
Protectant Powder pre-cleans burs
and instruments while it protects
from rust and corrosion. It removes
bio-burden and stains faster even
without ultrasonic cleaning. Brite
Shield Enzymatic Cleaner also
removes set glass ionomer, polycarboxylate and
phosphate cements. 

800 g
8782140 [9011100]

BIOZYME LT
BIOTROL

Biozyme LT is an enzyme detergent
that dissolves blood and tissue on
contaminated instruments within 
2 to 5 minutes in both room 
temperature and warm water. It is
packaged in a convenient squeeze
up bottle. It is a highly concentrated liquid, 
1 ounce makes 1 gallon of solution. 

Quart
9540500  [BLT900CS]

CITRIZYME
PASCAL

Citrizyme Concentrated
Enzymatic Evacuation System
Cleaner is also used as an
instrument pre-soak and
ultrasonic cleaning solution. It is a premium non-
foaming enzymatic cleaner that is fast-acting dual
enzyme that removes protein and biofilms quickly
and leaves no residue. 

300 g
8760850 [15-250]

900 g
8760852 [15-270]

CLEAN & SIMPLE
TUTTNAUER

Clean & Simple is an
ultrasonic/enzymatic solution
dispensed in a unique tablet
form. Simply drop 2 tablets into your ultrasonic
tank already filled with tap water and the tablets
will dissolve in about a minute. This is a non-ionic
solution which is non-corrosive, non-toxic, 

Disinfecting Trays • Enzymatic Solutions

Call: 800.645.2310 • Fax: 800.957.7362     
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